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“IS THAT GEORGIAN BAY?” CHRISTOPHE BOIVIN ASKED HIS WIFE WISPY
ON A DAY TRIP THROUGH COLLINGWOOD BACK IN 2009. CHRISTOPHE, A
MONTREAL NATIVE, AND TORONTO-BORN WISPY HAD BEEN LIVING AND
WORKING IN TORONTO, BUT WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AT HOME, THE TIMING
WAS RIGHT FOR A FRESH START OUTSIDE OF THE CITY.    C ontinued on page 50

A living room was added on to this Nottawa 
farmhouse to create a large space for the family 
to entertain. Whitewashed pine floors combine 
with a painted brick and plaster fireplace, black-
framed windows with no coverings and a pair of 
large white sofas for easy elegance.
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TThey weren’t exactly sure where to settle 
down, but that trip through the area after a 
Chefs’ Congress on Michael Stadtlander’s 
property and their realization that 
Collingwood sits at the heart of Georgian Bay, 
is what convinced them to make the move.

Fast-forward eight years, and Wispy and 
Christophe are well known figures in the 
community.  “Opening a restaurant in a town 
where you know no one has been a great way 
for us to meet new people,” laughs Wispy. 
Chris is the former owner and chef at The 
Tremont Café, and Wispy owns Press Market. 
Having worked in Montreal and Toronto as a 
chef, Chris found an opportunity during the 
restoration of the Tremont Studios building 
in downtown Collingwood, where he was 
able to pour his passion into The Tremont 
Café right from the beginning. He came in 
just after the building’s demolition, and was 
able to work through the commercial design 
process literally from the ground up. The 
Tremont Café has become one of the area’s 
top highlights for exceptional food and 
atmosphere. In the past year, the Tremont 
Café was sold to new owners, Billy Vastis and 
Imad Abou-Chalha. Chris is thrilled with 
the way things have turned out with the new 
ownership. “You put so much of your soul into 
something like that,” he explains, “that it does 
kind of matter who you hand it off to. So, I 
couldn’t be happier with these guys.”

Continued on page 52

TOP: Painted white, an upright piano blends into 
the room. A small bookcase has its contents colour 
blocked to add visual interest. LEFT: An enlarged 
Nouvelle Vague album cover is now a statement 
piece in the front entrance. A natural basket provides 
a container for keys and mail. FAR LEFT: Acting as 
a pedestal, a time clock salvaged from a factory 
supports a serene Buddha in the kitchen. OPPOSITE: 
A painting by Bryan Wall is flanked by windows filled 
with the greenery outside. The blue area rug and toss 
cushions ground the space while a trio of “see no 
evil, speak no evil and hear no evil” Buddhas oversee 
the living room.

WITH THE ATMOSPHERES OF EACH
OF THEIR BUSINESS VENTURES, IT’S
NO SURPRISE THAT THE BOIVINS
CARRY A STUNNING AESTHETIC INTO
THEIR HOMES AS WELL. 
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With the atmospheres of each of their 
business ventures, it’s no surprise that the 
Boivins carry a stunning aesthetic into 
their homes as well. They’ve moved a lot, 
but their Nottawa farmhouse has been 
wonderful for the family, says Wispy. A big 
house was necessary with three children, 
Huxley, 12, Tennessee, 9, and Townes, 5. 
Here, there are two acres on the front of 
the property, where the buildings are, and 
another 22 at the back that look toward the 
escarpment. The family has enjoyed hiking 
the trails all year, with their dogs Lola, 
Patootsie and Boo, and in the winter Chris 
made trails for snowshoeing and cross 
country skiing.

Inside, a rustic, lived-in charm is made 
grand through washed white linens, faded 
print textures, thick wool blankets and a 
sun-dried, chic farmhouse style throughout 
the entire home. A white palette (including 
white painted hardwood throughout 
the upper floor) is offset by splashes of 
colour in artwork.

Wispy Boivin and Miranda Kofoed 
met at their respective children’s 
Montessori school. They each loved yoga, 
sold real estate and had children with 
food intolerances that made healthy 
eating a challenge, so they quickly 
became good friends. They had been 
toying with the idea of bringing Toronto’s 
Greenhouse Juice up to the area, or 
making their own juices commercially, 
and when a unique commercial space 
became available on Simcoe Street, it was 
the perfect opportunity. They weren’t 
sure if Collingwood was right for this 
sort of business, but they thought that if 
nothing else, the space would make for 

great real estate offices. The response to 
Press Juice Company was huge. Within 
a year, they were discussing options 
for a second location. When a space 
in Cranberry Mews became available, 
they jumped on the chance and opened 
Press Market. Now, Miranda operates 
Press Juice Company, and Wispy, Press 
Market. The two shops serve as a 
strong foundation for the area’s health 
and wellness community, providing 
gluten-free, dairy-free, and vegan options 
alongside a wide variety of fresh juices. 
Both restaurants are hot spots for 
millennials and foodies, thanks to their 
stunning Instagram photos. Continued on page 54

RIGHT: Bar stools, the 
faucet and the interior 
of the large pendant 
lamp introduce gold to 
the kitchen. BELOW: 
Wispy brings in 
Greenhouse Juice for 
her family, available at 
her restaurant Press 
Market. OPPOSITE, 
TOP LEFT: Prepping 
vegetables is no 
problem in the large, 
apron sink set into 
Caesarstone counters. 
TOP RIGHT: Off the 
kitchen, the laundry 
room centres on 
a vintage laundry 
hamper on casters 
with a barn board door 
used as a counter top. 
BOTTOM: A large 
white trestle table 
with wicker chairs 
connects to a seating 
area where a fireplace 
is accented by a pair of 
vintage white, leaded 
glass doors. 
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Wispy takes a lot of inspiration from local 
décor shops like Lëuk and Kettlewells, and 
she bounces ideas off friend and designer 
Kristen Vermeulen. Despite these 
influences, Wispy and Chris put their own 
unique characteristics throughout the house 
as well. A piano, donated from the kids’ school, 
was painted pure matte white, and sits in the 
great room. Chris’s love of music is expressed 
through album-cover art and concert posters 
that have been blown up onto large canvases.

This house was built by Robert and 
Tracy Gerschwiler, the home’s previous 
owners, who now live next door. Wispy 
and Chris were thrilled to have such expert 
homebuilders who meticulously and 
strategically designed and built the home. 
When the Boivins put an addition on the home 
– a high-ceilinged great room with large open 
windows and a massive fireplace – as well as 
extra bedrooms upstairs, the Gerschwilers 
helped the Boivins immensely with the design 
and building process. Continued on page 58

LEFT: Homeowner Wispy Boivin 
looks past the mophead hydrangeas 
and lavender planted at the front 
porch. ABOVE: Builders Robert and 
Tracy Gerschwiler’s attention to detail 
is also evident in the horse barn, with 
an appearance more like a cottage 
than somewhere to store hay.  

TOP: Waiting for carrots, Finn and 
Toby, the miniature donkeys, stand 
their ground as Tuffy the pony 
muscles in. BELOW: Curtains on 
the rear porch can be drawn to filter 
the sun when an afternoon siesta is 
planned. Boo and Patoosie keep an 
eye on the livestock.

PORTER SKELTON 
& A S S O C I A T E S L T D

DESIGN~BUILD~RENOVATE~RESTORE
Office-Shop: 14 Stewart Road, Collingwood

705-444-1999  Info@porterskelton.com

The quality design-build solution trusted by  
homeowners for over 30 years.  

Positive relationships, creative designs and  
clear process with every project.

30
YEARS

705 994 5545

416 994 7622

greenlovebyheidi.com 

GREEN LOVE
WALLS / BOTANICALS / GARDENS
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519 334 3456

Pamela
Farrow

ARCHITECTURAL
TECHNOLOGIST
www.pamhouse.ca

bunk·ie
a cottage tradition 
inspired by your 
lifestyle

FUNKY
B U N K I E S

funkybunkies.com 
905.517.4217

think tiny · live large

heirloom142.com  142 Mill St., Creemore, Ont. 705 520 0142

INVEST IN
AN HEIRLOOM

Carefully curated 
vintage décor and 

furniture from
both Europe and 

Canada.

CREATE AN
HEIRLOOM

Fusion Mineral Paint, 
Homestead House and 

Miss Mustard Seed 
Milk Paints, supplies 

& workshops.

 A RUSTIC, LIVED-IN CHARM IS MADE GRAND
THROUGH WASHED WHITE LINENS, FADED PRINT
TEXTURES AND THICK WOOL BLANKETS.

This second floor sitting room is 
a place for the children to relax, 
watch TV and hang out near 
their bedrooms. Arrangement by 
Paperwhite Flowers.
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Despite the beauty and their love of 
this farmhouse, the Boivins are moving on 
to a new and exciting project: a bed and 
breakfast, done in their own unique style. 
“Chris had a restaurant in the city. I had 
a yoga studio,” says Wispy, “We always 
dreamed about marrying the two ideas, 
and doing a retreat centre.” And they’ve 
found a property in the Pretty River 
Valley that will bring this idea to life. 
Still in the planning stages, the retreat 

aims to be an intimate escape and special 
experience for guests. She explains, “It’ll 
be an à-la-carte sort of thing. You can 
stay, do whatever you’re doing, have a 
beautiful experience, or you can book a 
private dinner with Chris cooking, or you 
can have a yoga class, or afternoon tea, 
that sort of thing.” The Boivins are sure 
to bring out the best aspects of Georgian 
Bay with this project, yet another 
innovative cultural endeavour. OH

ABOVE: Wispy had the cover of a Nick Cave album blown up – one of Christophe’s favourites – 
and gave it pride of place beside the master bed. TOP RIGHT: Turquoise is the pop of colour on 
a bistro table in the master bath alongside the free-standing tub. Arrangement by Paperwhite 
Flowers. RIGHT: With its original finish, the vintage jam cupboard in the master bedroom has an 
artful display on top. An airy curtain is suspended by a branch as curtain rod.

151 Hurontario St. 
Collingwood

buttergallery.ca

Professional design services
Full kitchen and bath renovation services 
Granite, Quartz and Laminate counters

519-599-2800
1-877-349-2800

Visit our showroom.
99 King St. E., Kings Court Mall, Thornbury 
info@corinthiankitchens.com 
www.corinthiankitchens.com

BUILDER of  CUSTOM HOMES & SPACESBUILDER of  CUSTOM HOMES & SPACES
UPSTREAM CONSTRUCTION

www.upstreamconstructioninc.com

416-271-4488

Now building in 
Trail Woods, Thornbury 
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